
Tuta Tshinatukuitishun 
(Create your healing)

Eva Kaukai and Manon Chamberland practice the Inuk
art of throat singing in their small village of Kangirsuk.
Their mesmerizing voices carry through the four
seasons of their Arctic land.

Eve Kaukai & Manon Chamberland  
Inuit, Kangirsuk

Katatjatuuk kangirsumi
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coyote's canoe
Gloria Morgan
Sushwap, Splatsin

Inspired by the land formation known as Coyote’s
Canoe, which is located near Gloria’s home in Splatsin
community, this visual story shares the legend of the
coyote bringing salmon to the people of the Interior of
British Columbia.
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kokom
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Kevin Papatie
Anicinape, Kitcisakik

Kevin Papatie, participant of the Wapikoni Mobile for 10
years, presents a beautiful experimental film, a tribute
to his grandmother, his kokom, and, through it, to the
Anishnabe people who have survived the trials of
history and remained strong.
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innuin ueshkat mak anutshish
Mary Menie Mark
Innue, Pakuashipi

A conversation between a mother and her daughter;
memories of passing from the hut to the house. 
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made in pauquachin
Alva Bob, Iona Misheal & Virgil Bob
Pauquachin, Pauquachin

Alva Bob, Iona Misheal and Virgil Bob do what they do
best: traditional handmade products. Brother and
sisters, they have been working together for the last
20 years.

My favourite food is indian tacos, my favourite
drink is iced tea and my favourite thing is drumming
Derius Matchewan Papatie 
Anicinape, Kitiganik

A film about courage and the passions young Darius
shares with his friends.
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https://wapikoni.laferme.wiki/wiki/Kangirsuk
https://wapikoni.laferme.wiki/wiki/Splatsin
https://wapikoni.laferme.wiki/wiki/Kitcisakik
https://wapikoni.laferme.wiki/wiki/Pakuashipi
https://wapikoni.laferme.wiki/wiki/Pauquachin
https://wapikoni.laferme.wiki/wiki/Kitiganik_(Barrier_Lake-Rapid_Lake)


This film is inspired by true events. Through an
emotional approach, we discover resiliency through
dance.

Taylor Crowspreadshiswings
Iyarhe Nakoda, Stoney

Sokinaa'Passakan Anaassisstoi

odehimin
Kijâtai-Alexandra Veillette-Cheezo 
Anicinape, Val-d'Or

Odehimin is reconnecting with yourself and learning to
love yourself.
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the routes
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James McDougall 
Anicinape, Kitigan Zibi

A man bikes around his community, remembering the
disturbing events that have marked its history.

Nitahkôtân (I have arrived)
Moe Clark 
Métis, Montreal

A hymn to nature and gratitude sung by renowned
artist Moe Clark.
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idle no more
Ginger Cote
Anicinape, Kitigan Zibi

Ginger Cote honours the strong words of Heather
Archibald, a social activist and foster care child who
passed away, in order to demand a change in Canada’s
policies concerning Indigenous people.
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Where the rivers widen
Zachary Greenleaf
Mi’kmaq, Gesgapegiag

Inspired by the friendship and the work of fishermen,
Zach Greenleaf sings the mig'mag culture of his
Gesgapegiag village, "Where the River Widens."
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https://wapikoni.laferme.wiki/wiki/Stoney
https://wapikoni.laferme.wiki/wiki/Kitigan_Zibi
https://wapikoni.laferme.wiki/wiki/Kitigan_Zibi
https://wapikoni.laferme.wiki/wiki/Gesgapegiag

